
[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ.- អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ 8 9ន សុង]  
[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Bin Song]  

 
[00:00] 
 

ខP Q ំSប់េផ1UមWបអX1 តអងY Zច។  
I am starting to file the lamella of the Angkuoch.  

 
[00:12]  
 
េតUអX1 តេនះេធi Uពីអi ី?  
What is the lamella made from?  
 

អX1 តេនះ េធi UពីែដករX។ ែដកrរ! េពលែដលយកមក ខP Q ំtតuវWបwឱyតូច 
េដUម{ី|ក់ឱytតuវនឹងទូកអងY Zចេនះ។ ទូកេនះ! េពលែដលWបតូចេ~ 
ខP Q ំ|ក់េ�ក� Qងទូកេនះ។ ប�� ប់មក ខP Q ំេធi Uwឱy�� យ�អងY Zច។ 
េធi Uឱyw�� យ�អX1 តអងY Zច!  
This lamella is made from the metal piece that I cut. Cut off! Now I have to file 
it until it becomes small enough to fit its body. This body. When it becomes 
smaller, I can put it into this body. Then I can make it become an Angkuoch. 
Make it into a lamella!  

 
[00:44]  
 
ចុះ��នែដកេនះមកពីX?  
How did you get this piece of metal?  
 

ខP Q ំទិញមកពីtស �កពួក។ េពលែដលទិញ�នេហUយ ខP Q ំtតuវេtជ�កw។ 
ខP Q ំេtជ�កេ|យ�រrរេ|យរX។ ខP Q ំេtបUរXេដUម{ីrរេtជ�កwឱyតូច។ 
េហUយខP Q ំWបwេធi U�អX1 ត។  
I bought it from Pouk district. After buying it, I had to make it into pieces. I 
made it into small pieces by sawing it. I used the metal hacksaw to cut it into 
small pieces of metal. Then I filed it into the shape of the lamella.  

 
[01:17]  
 
អX1 តេនះ&នtបែវងប៉ុ�� នែដរ?  
What is its length?  

 
tបែហលមួយតឹកកន�ះ! មួយតឹកកន�ះ! 
The length is 15 centimeters! 15 centimeters!  

 
េតU�យកអi ីមកwស់?  
How did you measure it?  
 

tបែវងមួយតឹកកន�ះ! ចុះេtបUtបែវងទូកេនះមួយតឹកេ~េហUយ! 
េពលែដលទូកេនះtបែវងមួយតឹក ខP Q ំtតuវេធi UអX1 តេនះមួយតឹកកន�ះ!  
It is 15 centimeters. Because the length of this body is 10 centimeters already. 
If the body of Angkuoch is 10 centimeters, I have to make the lamella 15 
centimeters long!  

 
[01:37]  



 
េហតុអi ី�ន��tតuវេធi Uឱywែវង�ងទូកអងY Zច?  
Why do you have to make it longer than the body?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
េហតុអi ី�ន��tតuវេធi Uឱywែវង�ងទូកអងY Zច?  
Why do you have to make it longer than the body?  
 

េបUខP Q ំមិនេធi Uឱywែវងេទ wនឹងមិន&នែដកសt&ប់�ច់កន� Qយែបបេនះេទ។ 
អ�� ឹង�ន�ខP Q ំេធi Uwឱyែវង�ង។ េពលេនះ ខP Q ំSប់េផ1UមWបេហUយ។  
If I do not make it longer, there would be no metal piece to bend into its tail. 
That is why I have to make it longer. Now I am starting to file.  

 
[02:00]  
 
[� សុង WបអX1 តរបស់អងY Zច។]  
[BS starts to file the lamella of the Angkuoch.]  
 
[02:40]  
 
ទt&ំែតរចួអX1 តមួយ េតU�tតuវចំXយេពលេធi Uប៉ុ�� ន�ទីែដរ?  
To finish one lamella, how long does it take?  
 

សt&ប់ែផ#កអX1 តេនះ ខP Q ំចំXយេពលចំនួនកន�ះេ&៉ងទt&ំែតេធi Uរចួ។ 
កន� ះេ&៉ងេទUបWបរចួ ល់! wចំXយេពលយូរែដរ។ េពលXែដលខP Q ំ&នែដកWបថ�ី 
ខP Q ំមិនសូវចXំយេពលយូរប៉ុ�� នេទ ែតែដកWបមួយេនះ 
w¢ក់ដូច�Sស់េ~េហUយ។  
For this lamella, I need to spend at least 30 minutes to get it done. 30 minutes! 
It takes such a long time. If I had a new metal file, I would not need to spend 
such a long time to make it. But this metal file seems old now.  

 
[03:11]  
 
ចុះេបUែដកែដល�េទUប�ត់¤� មៗ េហUយយកមកWប?  
How about the metal piece that you just cut? Do you file it right after that?  
 

េបUែដកេ�ះ�ត់¤� មៗ េហUយយកមកWប wrចចំXយេពលយូរែដរ។ 
tបែហល�មួយេ&៉ង! មួយេ&៉ងេទUបរចួ!  
If that metal piece is newly cut and I took it to file it, it would take a long time 
too. Around one hour! One hour to get it done!  

 
©ល់ែតែបបXេទUប�ដងឹªwរចួ?  
How do you know when it is ready?  
 

�ទ? 
What?  

 
េតU�ដងឹªwរចួ ល់េ|យរេប«បX? 
How do you know when it is ready?  
 
 



េពល|ក់ែដកែដលWបរចួចូលេ~ក� QងទូកអងY Zច�ន េ�ះខP Q ំដឹងªwរចួ ល់។ 
WបេហUយ ខP Q ំ*កនឹងទូកអងY Zច! េពលែដលwtតឹមtតuវេហUយ ខP Q ំពត់។ 
េពលែដលពត់រចួ ល់ ខP Q ំដឹងªwរចួ។  
When the lamella that I file fits the body, I know that it is done. When I finish 
filing, I try it out on the body of the Angkuoch. When it fits, I start to bend it. 
After bending it, I know that it is ready.  

 
[03:46]   
 
េបUទូកអងY Zចេ�ះតូច េតU�ចំXយេពលក� Qង�រWបយូរែដរឬេទ?  
If the Angkuoch body is small, how long do you spend on filing?  
 

េបUទូកតូច ខP Q ំrចWបអX1 តេល®ន�ងទូកធំ។ 
If the body of the Angkuoch is small, I can file it faster than I can file a big 
body.  
 
សt&ប់ទូកធំ ខP Q ំtតuវេធi Uយូរ។  
For a big body, I have to spend longer.  

 
[04:13] 
 
េហតុអi ី�ន�ទូកធំចំXយេពលយូរ�ង? 
Why does a big body take a longer time than the small one?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
េហតុអi ី�ន�ទូកធំចំXយេពលយូរ�ង? 
Why does a big body take longer than the smaller one?  
 

ªេម៉ច?  
Pardon?  

 
ខP Q ំសំេ¯េលU�រេធi UអX1 ត។ េហតុអi ី�ន�ទូកធំចំXយេពលយូរ�ង? 
I am referring to the lamella making. Why does the big body take a longer time than 
the small one?  
 

ធំ និង តូច?  
Big and small?  

 
ហ# ឹងេហUយ! 
Yes!  
 

រwងធំ និងតូច�រេធi UអX1 តតូចេនះtស±ល�ង និងេល®ន�ង។ wេល®ន�ង។ 
េ&� ះេហUយ�ន�ខP Q ំWប េហUយ*កល{ង។ Wប េហUយ*កល{ងៗ! 
�លXwល� មេហUយ ខP Q ំrចសtម±លw។ សtម±លwឱytតuវ! 
Between the big one and small one… making a small lamella is easier and 
faster. It is faster. That is why I file it and try it out. File and try it out! If it fits, I 
can improve it. Improve to make it fit even better!  

 
[04:56] 
 



�លXwលឺេហUយ wមិនrចខុស #́ េទ។ អងY Zចតូចលឺដូច�អងY Zចធំែដរ។ 
េបUខP Q ំេធi U�នtតuវ wនឹងលឺដូច #́ ។  
If it produces a sound, it is no different. The smaller Angkuoch is the same as 
the big Angkuoch. If I can make it right, it will also produce a sound.  

 
[05:10]  
 
េតU�ដងឹªwtតuវេ|យរេប«បX?  
How do you know when it is right or wrong?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
tតuវµ៉ងX?ឬខុសµ៉ងX?  
When it is right? And when it is wrong?  
 

�លXwកិបនឹងទូកេហUយ &នន័យª ខP Q ំេធi U�នtតឹមtតuវ។ េបUwេ�&នtបេ¢ង 
wេtបU�រមិន�នេទ។  
When it [the lamella] is firmly attached to the body, it means that I have made 
it right. If it still shows a gap, it is not playable.  

 
[06:04]  
 
េហតុអi ី�ន��សtម±ចែផ#ក·ងមុខេនះ? 
Why do you file on that side?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
េតU�សtម±ចែផ#ក·ងមុខេនះេដUម{ីអi ី?  
You file on that side for what reason?  
 

ខP Q ំសtម±ចឱywtតuវនឹងទូករបស់w។ េបUខP Q ំមិនសtម±ចែផ#ក·ងមុខេនះេទ 
wនឹងមិនtតuវនឹងទូករបស់wេទ េt¸ះទូករបស់អងY Zច&ន ងេ~មុខ។ 
េពលែដលw&ន ងេ~មុខែបបហ# ឹង ខP Q ំtតuវេធi Uតtមuវw។ 
I file to make it fit with its body. If I do not file on that side, it will not fit its 
body because the body is sharp-pointed at its front. Because it is like this, I 
have to make it fit.  

 
[06:36]  
 
េតU�េធi UអងY Zចញឹក¹ប់ែដរឬេទ ល់ៃថ»េនះ?  
Do you make Angkuoch often these days?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
 ល់ៃថ»េនះ េតUេពលXែដល�គិតªនឹងេធi UអងY Zច?  
Nowadays, when do you feel you want to make Angkuoch?  
 

ខP Q ំសេtមចចិត1ªេធi UអងY Zចៃថ»េនះ។ 
I decided to make it today.  

 



ចុះេពលមុនៗ? �េរ«ង ល់ៃថ» ឬមួយែខម1ង េតU�េធi UអងY Zចែដរឬេទ?  
How about before? How often did you make it?  
 

ខP Q ំមិន�នេធi Uេទ។ ខP Q ំេធi Uេ�ៃថ»េនះ េ|យ*រែត... 
I did not make it. I do so today because …  

 
មកពី·ងtបេទសX? [េសUច...!] 
…which country do you come from? [points to CG] [Laughs…!]  
 
´ត់មកt*វt�វអំពីtបវត1 ិរបស់អងY Zច េ&� ះេហUយេទUបខP Q ំេធi Uwេ�ៃថ»េនះ។  
…she [CG] came to research the stories of Angkuoch and that is why I decided 
to make it today.  

 
[07:27]  
 
េតU��នឈប់េធi UអងY Zចប៉ុ�� នW# ំេហUយ?  
How long is it since you stopped making it?  
 

ខP Q ំឈប់េធi UយូរេហUយ។ ខP Q ំឈប់េធi UអងY Zចេនះtបែហល�¢សិបW# ំ�ងេហUយ។ 
*កគិតេ~េមUល! ខP Q ំSប់េធi UអងY Zច�ំងពីrយុ ១១ ឬ១៥W# ំមក។ េហUយេពលេនះ 
ខP Q ំrយុ៧៨W# ំេហUយ។ ខP Q ំឈប់េធi UយូរµរXស់េហUយ។ 
ខP Q ំេទUបែតSប់េធi Uេពលេនះម1ងេទ«ត។  
I stopped a long time ago. I haven’t made Angkuoch for more than 50 years 
now. Let’s think! I started to make Angkuoch when I was 11 or 15. Now I am 78 
years old. I stopped for a very long time. I just started to make it again.  

 
��នឈប់¢សិបW# ំេហUយ?  
You stopped for 50 years?  
 

�ទ! ¢សិបW# ំេហUយ!  
Yes! 50 years!  

 
�ំងពីសម័យប៉ុល ពត មក?  
Since the Pol Pot regime?  
 

�ទ! �ំងពីមុនសម័យ ប៉ុល ពត មក! មិនែមនេពលេt�យេនះេទ!  
Yes! Since Pol Pot’s regime! It is not just recently [that I stopped].  

 
េតU��នេធi UអងY Zចេទេ�ក� Qងសម័យលន់ ណុល?  
Did you make Angkuoch since Lon Nol?  
 

�លពីសម័យលន់ ណុល ខP Q ំេធi U។ េពលែដលចប់សម័យែខ� រtកហម ខP Q ំឈប់េធi U។ 
ខP Q ំមិនេធi Uេទ«តេទ។ វត1ក៏មិន&ន!  
In Lon Nol’s regime, I made it. When the Khmer Rouge regime collapsed 
[commenced?], I stopped. I did not make it anymore. There was no pagoda 
either.  

 
[08:22]  
 
េតU�មិនេធi Uលក់េទ«តេទ? 
Didn’t you make it to sell?  
 

�ទ? 



What? 
 
េតU�មិនេធi Uលក់េទ«តេទ? 
Didn’t you make it to sell?  
 

ឈប់េធi Uលក់េហUយ!សម័យែខ� រtកហម&ន�រលក់េទ«តេទ។ អស់េហUយ!  
I did not sell it anymore! There was no selling in the Khmer Rouge regime. No 
more!  

 
�លពីេដUម ��នេធi Uលក់ែដរ។ ែមនឬេទ?  
You made them to sell before that. Is that right?  
 

�លពីេដUម ខP Q ំេធi Uលក់។ េទUបែតសម័យេនះ&ន�រt*វt�វអំពីអងY ZចេឡUងវ Ëញ!  
Before I made them to sell. It is just now that there is a research project about 
Angkuoch.  

 
�លពីេដUម េតU�េធi Uលក់ែដរឬេទ? 
Before, did you make them to sell?  
 

�លពីេដUមេឡUយ ខP Q ំេធi U។ ែត�ំងពីសម័យែខ� រtកហមមក ខP Q ំឈប់េធi U។  
I made them before. I stopped in the Khmer Rouge regime.  

 
[09:12]  
 
ចុះពីមុន េតUអ#កX�អ#កទិញ?  
Who were your buyers before?  
 

អ#កទិញគឺបងបÍ Îនអ#កភូមិ។ មនុសÐក� Qងភូមិទិញយកេ~Ñ� ត់េលង។ េគទិញtគប់ភូមិ។  
The buyers were people in the village. People in the village bought it to play 
for fun. People from every village bought it.  

 
[09:31]  
 
េតU�េធi U&# ក់ឯង©ន់ែដរឬេទ?  
Since only you made it, could you make them on time?  
 

ខP Q ំេធi U©ន់ េt¸ះខP Q ំេធi U ល់ៃថ»។ ខP Q ំេធi U ល់ៃថ»។  
I could make them on time because I made them every day. I made them 
every day.  

 
ទt&ំែត�នអងY Zចមួយ េតU�tតuវចំXយេពលេធi Uប៉ុ�� នៃថ»?  
To get one Angkuoch done, how many days did it take you?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
ទt&ំែត�នអងY Zចមួយ េតU�tតuវចំXយេពលេធi Uប៉ុ�� នៃថ»?  
To get one Angkuoch done, how many days did you spend?  
 

មួយ? 
For one?  

 
Sស! 



Yes!  
 
ពីេដUម ខP Q ំrចេធi U�នអងY Zចមួយរចួក� Qងមួយៃថ»។ មួយៃថ» រចួមួយៗ! មួយៃថ» រចួមួយៗ! 
I could finish one Angkuoch in one day. Each day, I could make one. One each 
day!  

 
េតU�លក់�នតៃម�ប៉ុ�� នេពលេ�ះ?  
How much could you sell them for at that time?  
 

ខP Q ំលក់�នតៃម� ២៥េរ«ល។ ពីេដUម េគSយt�ក់េរ«ល។ មួយ២៥េរ«ល! ប៉ុែន1អងY Zចេនះ 
អ#កខ�ះេលង�ក់អX1 ត! េពលែដល�ក់អX1 ត ខP Q ំtតuវេធi Uេទ«ត។  
I could sell them for 25 Riel per Angkuoch. Before they used ‘Riel’ currency. 
One Angkuoch was 25 Riel. But some Angkuoch players broke the lamella. 
When they broke, I had to fix them.  

 
[10:35]  
 
េពលែដល�ក់ េតU�rចែក�នែដរឬេទ?  
Could you fix when it broke?  
 

tបសិនេបUេគទុកកន� Qយែវងែបបេនះ ខP Q ំrចជួសជុល�ន។ 
tបសិនេបUេគទុកកន� QយអងY Zចខ� ី wពិ�កក� Qង�រេធi UអX1 តម1ងេទ«ត។  
If they kept their long tail like this, I could fix them. If the tails were short, it 
could be very hard to attach the lamella again. 

  
�ធម�� េតU�ទុកកន� QយអងY Zចសt&ប់ែកវ Ëញែដរឬេទ?  
Normally, would you keep the tail for fixing?  
 

ែកអi ី?  
Fix what?  

 
េពលែដល�េធi UេហUយ េតU��ត់កន� QយអងY Zចេ�ះេSលឬµ៉ងX?  
When you finish making this one, will you cut that tail?  
 

កន� Qយេនះ ខP Q ំ�ត់េSលtបសិនេបUwែវងេពក។  
I will cut the tail if it is too long. 

 
េពលែដលខូចេ~ wែកមិនេកUតេទឬ?  
If it gets broken, will it be fixable?  
 

�ទ!  
Yes!  

 
េពលែដលខូច �tតuវ|ក់អX1 តថ�ី? 
If it breaks, do you have to make a new lamella?  
 

េពលែដលខូច ខP Q ំtតuវ|ក់អX1 តថ�ី។  
If it breaks, I have to put on a new lamella.  
 
េបUចង់ែក wែកមិនេកUតេទ។  
If I wanted to fix it, it would not be possible.  

 
[11:22]  



 
េតU�េចះេធi UអងY Zចអi ីខ� ះ?  
How many types of Angkuoch do you make?  
 

�ទ? 
What?  

 
េតU�េចះេធi UអងY Zចអi ីខ� ះ? ែតអងY Zចែដកេនះេទឬ?  
How many types of Angkuoch do you make? Only Angkuoch Daek?  
 

ខP Q ំេចះេធi UអងY Zចែដក និងអងY ZចឬសÐី។ ែស# ងក៏ខP Q ំេចះ!  
I know how to make Angkuoch Daek and Angkuoch Russey. Snaeng as well!  

 
ែស# ងផ× Qំ ឬែស# ងអi ?ី 
What type of Snaeng?  
 

ែស# ងផ× QំលឺW» យ! ផ× QំលឺW» យXស់! អ#កហ� ដំរ ØេtបUែស# ងែដរ។ េនះ�រេប«បែដលេគេtបU។  
Angkuoch can produce a resonant sound. Can be heard at a long distance! The 
mahout also used Snaeng. That was the tool they used.  

 
ចុះេគេtបUអងY Zចេនះេ�េពលX?  
What is Angkuoch used for?  
 

េយUងេtបUអងY Zចេនះេ�េពលែដលេយUងេលងកមÙន1។ �លពីេដUម មនុសÐtសី 
និងtប �សនិµយ #́ នឹងអងY Zច។ េគនិµយ #́ នឹងអងY Zច។ និµយេលងេ~វ Ëញ 
េ~មក!  
We used Angkuoch when we went out for fun. Before boys and girls 
communicated through Angkuoch. They communicated through Angkuoch. 
Communicated back and forth!  

 
ចុះេពល&នបុណy©ន និងេឡUងrរកÐ េតUេគេលងអងY Zចេនះែដរឬេទ? 
When there were festivals or spirit ceremonies, did people play Angkuoch?  
 

េពល&នបុណy©ន េក�ងៗេtចUនេលងអងY Zច។ េគេលងេពញែតវត1។ 
េគេលងក� Qងវត1µ៉ងអ៊ូ រអរ។ េគេលងអងY Zចេនះ េហUយពួកេគ ែំដរ។ �លពីេដUម 
េក�ងៗេtចUនេលងអងY Zច។ េពលែដលេគេលងបទ «tពឺន» េគេលងនឹងអងY Zចេនះឯង។  
When there were festivals, many people played Angkuoch. They played joyfully 
in the pagoda. They played it cheerfully. They played Angkuoch and danced as 
well. Before many young people played Angkuoch. When they played ‘Prern’, 
they used the Angkuoch to make the music.  
 

[12:55]  
 
ែតេពលេឡUងrរកÐ ឬចូលtគu េតUេគេលងអងY Zចែដរឬេទ? 
When there were spirit ceremonies like Arak [spirit possession], did they play 
Angkuoch?  
 

ចូលអី?  
Possess what?  

 
 េតU�ែដលេឃUញេគចូលtគuែដរឬេទ?  
Have you ever seen a possession ceremony?  
 



អត់&នេទ! េពលែដលេគចូលtគu េគមិនេលងអងY Zចេទ។  
No! When there was an Arak ceremony, they did not use Angkuoch.  

 
េtបUសt&ប់ែតែញ៉រ #́ េទ?  
They used it only to flirt with each other?  
 

េពលែដលេគ&នពិធីចូលtគu េគ&នេភ�ងេផÐង។ េគេtបUេភ�ងែខ� រេពលចូលtគu។ 
អងY ZចេនះេtបUសt&ប់េក�ងេលងឱyសបÞយ។ ពីេដUមេឡUយ េពលេ~េលងអងßរ 
ពួកេយUងÑ� ត់េលងµ៉ងអ៊ូអរ។  
When they had a possession ceremony, they also had a group of musicians to 
play. They played Khmer traditional music for the possession ceremony. This 
Angkuoch was used to entertain. Before, when we visited Angkor temple, we 
played it happily.  

 
[13:29]  
 
េតU� េំ�អងßរ�នែដរឬេទ? េហUយេតU� កំែន�ងXែដរ? 
Could you dance at Angkor temple as well? Where else did you dance?  
 

សពiៃថ» wែលង&នេទ«តេហUយ។  
The tradition of going to dance there no longer exists now.  

 
ចុះពីមុនេគ េំ�កែន�ងX?  
Where did people like to dance before?  
 

េគ �ំម ន¢ល។ បេណ1 Uរ #́ µ៉ងសបÞយ!  
They danced on the terrace of the houses. Accompanied each other nicely!  

 
[13:45]  
 
េតU�សបÞយេទេពលេ�ះ?  
Were you happy at that time?  
 

សបÞយ! �លេ�ះសបÞយXស់!  
I was happy! It was very happy at that time.  

 
[13:53]  
 
�េចះ ែំដរ? 
Did you dance as well?  
 

េហតុអីអត់? �លពីមុន ខP Q ំ�នបàá ត់ថូនែដរ។  
Why not? [Sure!] Earlier, I also trained people to play ‘Thaun’ [sound made by 
playing the hand drum].  

 
[14:04]  
 
�េចះេលងសß រៃដែដរ?  
Did you play skor [hand drum] too?  
 

�លពីេដUម ខP Q ំេចះេលង។ ខP Q ំេចះេtច�ង និង ©ំងំអស់។  
I could play it once. I could sing and dance.  

 



ដល់ក! 
Wow!  
 

[េសUច...!] េបUេកUតមក�មនុសÐេហUយ ខP Q ំtតuវែតេរ«នឱy�នសពi។ 
េបUេរ«នមិន�នសពiេទ wនឹងមិនេកUតេទ។ 
[Laughs…!] Since I was born as a human being, I have to learn all this. If I 
couldn’t learn all of this, it would not be good.  

 
េតU�េរ«នមកពីX? 
How did you learn?  
 

េរ«នមកពីខ× Zនឯង!  
Self-learning!  

 
ចិត1ខP Q ំនឹកេឃUញªចង់េរ«ន! េបUខP Q ំចង់េធi Uអi ីមួយ ឬេចះេធi Uអi ីមួយ 
ខP Q ំtតuវេរ«នេ|យខ× Zនឯង។ េពលេ�ះមិន&នtគuេទ។ &នtគuខ� ះែដរ! ដូេច#ះ 
ខP Q ំtតuវេចះេរ«នលួចចំេណះរបស់េគ។  
My mind told me that I want to learn. If wanted to do something, I had to 
learn by myself. There was no teacher at that time. There were some but I had 
to steal their knowledge.  

 
[14:49]  
 
េតU�លួចេ|យរេប«បX?  
How did you steal it?  

 
ខP Q ំេកUតក� Qង�តិេនះ ខP Q ំេចះេtចUនែដរ។ សូម{ីែតផ�ះក៏ខP Q ំេចះេធi U!  
In this lifetime, I have come to know a lot. Even how to build houses!  

 
េតU�|ក់របស់េ�ះចូលេដUម{ីអi ី?  
Why do you that to it? 
 

�ទ? 
What?  
 
ខP Q ំtតuវ|ក់ចូលេដUម{ីេមUលw។ ខP Q ំេមUលªេតUwល� មឬេ�?េបUមិន©ន់ល� មេទ 
ខP Q ំtតuវWបបែនâមេទ«ត។ 
I have to put this into it here in order to check. I am checking whether it fits or 
not yet. If it does not fit yet, I have to file more.   

 
[15:20]  
 
េតU�ដងឹªwល� មេ|យរេប«បX?  
How do you know whether it fits yet or not?  
 

wមិន©ន់ល� មេទ។  
It does not fit yet.  

 
េតU�ដងឹªwល� មេ|យរេប«បX?  
How do you know?  
 

ខP Q ំេមUលw ªេតUtបេ¢ងwកិបេហUយ ឬេ�&ន©ស់កែន�ងX? ប�� ប់មក 
ខP Q ំtតuវWបបែនâមេទ«ត។  



I check whether there is still a gap or whether anything is wrong. If so, then I 
have to file more.  

 
[15:36]  
 
េតU�tតuវ|ក់wឱytតង់ឬµ៉ងX?  
Do you have to place it straight?  
 

�ទ! ខP Q ំtតuវ|ក់ឱytតង់។ េពលែដលwេទUសកែន�ងX ខP Q ំtតuវWបកែន�ងេ�ះ។ 
េពលេនះ ខP Q ំWប�នទន់ល� មេហUយ។ េ&� ះេហUយ ខP Q ំtតuវសtម±លwឱytតuវនឹងទូកអងY Zច។  
Yes! I have to place it straight. If there is anything wrong, I have to file that 
spot. Then I can file it until it gets soft. And I have to do it until it fits the body 
of the Angkuoch.  
 
េបU�លXខP Q ំមិន&នទូក េហUយខP Q ំេធi Uwេ|យែឡកពីទូក wក៏មិនេកUតែដរ។  
If I do not have the body of the Angkuoch nearby, I cannot make it.  

 
©ល់ែត|ក់ជិត #́ ?  
Until it is close to each other?  
 

អត់tតuវ!   
Not right!  

 
©ល់ែត|ក់ជិត #́ ?  
Until it is close to each other?  
 

©ល់ែត|ក់ជិត #́ ! សt&ប់យកwមកេមUល! េធi Uផង  និងេមUលផង! 
មិនrចេធi Uេ|យមិនេមUល�នេទ! េបUខP Q ំមិនេមUល ខP Q ំមិនដឹងេពលXេទUបេមUលtតuវ។ 
េ&� ះេហUយ ខP Q ំមិនែដលទុកទូកេ�W» យេទ។ ខP Q ំែតងែតទុកែបបេនះសt&ប់|ក់។ 
Until it is close to each other - I have to check. Making and checking at the 
same time! I cannot make it without checking! If I do not check, I do not know 
when it is done. So I cannot put the body away. I have to keep it here.  
 

អ�� ឹងេតU�tតuវេធi Uទូកមួយ និងអX1 តមួយ?  
Do you have one body and one lamella?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
េពល�េធi Uទូកមួយ �tតuវេធi UអX1 តមួយែដរែមនេទ?  
When you make one body, do you have to make one lamella as well?  
 

ទូកមួយ និងអX1 តមួយ!  
One body and one lamella!  

 
េតU�មិន·� ចtចលំ #́ េទឬ?  
Don’t you feel that you will get confused?  
 

មិនែដលtចលំេ~Xេទ! wខុស #́ ។ tបសិនេបUខP Q ំគិតª 
ខP Q ំចង់េធi Uទូកឱy�នេtចUនសិន …ឧ©ហរណ៍t�ំសិន ខP Q ំrចេធi Uទុក�ន។ 
ែតេពលេធi UអX1 ត ខP Q ំrចយកមួយមកេធi UអX1 ត។ េពលេធi Uរចួមួយ 
ខP Q ំrចយកមួយេទ«តមកេធi U។  



How would I get confused? They are different. If I want to make many bodies 
first… five for example, it is possible to do so. But when I make the lamella, I 
can take one body and make one lamella to fit it. Then, I can take another one.  

 
[17:08]  
 
េតU�រេលងអងY Zច&ន*រៈសំ·ន់អi ីខ� ះ?  
What is the importance of playing Angkuoch?  
 

*រៈសំ·ន់េ�tតង់ª w�របស់tបៃពណីែខ� រ។ �ំងពីបុ ណ�លមក 
េយUង&នអងY Zច។ ដូចែដលេគនិµយក� Qង*æ*1 ª៖ « េដUរÑ� ត់អងY Zច ហួចលឺសូរេខ� វៗ 
េ��មៃtពភ# ំេt�ម េដUម{ី�ច់អុសនិងេបះស� ឹកមកឆ�ងបុណy»។ 
w&ន�ំងពីេដUមមក។ �ំងពីជំ�ន់tពះ! អងY Zចេនះ&ន�ំងពីជំ�ន់tពះ! 
ែតw&នែតក� Qងក{± នគមè ីរ�លី។  
The importance is that it is our tradition. Since the time of our ancestors, we 
have the Angkuoch. As it has been said in the holy book: ‘Go to play 
Angkuoch, and whistle ‘Khlev! Khlev!’ [sound of a person whistling] in the 
forest… [Go] to cut wood and pick leaves to join the ceremony’. It has existed 
since then. Since the time of the Buddha! Angkuoch has existed since the era 
of the Buddha. It is noted down in the holy book.  

 
[17:56]  
 
គមè ីរអi ី?  
What holy book?  
 

គមè ីរ*æ*1 �លី! គមè ីរ�តក!  
A holy book! The Pali Canon!  

 
tពះៃtតបិតក?  
The Pali Canon?  
 

គមè ីរៃtតបិតក! w&នេ�ក� Qងេ�ះ េ&� ះេហUយ�ន�េគេធi Uw។  
Pali Canon! It is documented there and that is why they made it.  

 
េតUេគេtបUអងY ZចេដUម{ីអi ីេ�ក� Qងសម័យtពះ?  
What did they use Angkuoch for in the era of the Buddha?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
េតUេគេtបUwេដUម{ី©ក់ទង #́ ែដរែមនេទេ�ក� Qងសម័យtពះ?  
Did they also use it to communicate with each other in Buddha’s era? 
 

សម័យtពះ? 
Buddha’s era? 

 
ហ# ឹងេហUយ!  
Of course!  
 

សម័យtពះេ�ះមិនដឹង�លXេទ!ប៉ុ�� នសតវតÐេហUយ! ខP Q ំេកUតមិន©ន់tពះផង។ 
ខP Q ំេឃUញែតក� Qងក{± នតt&េទ។  



I do not know about which specific year was that. Many centuries ago! I was 
not born in that era. I only saw it in the holy book.  

 
�មរយៈតt&េ�ះ េតUេគt�ប់ªេគេtបUអងY Zចេធi Uអi ីក� Qងសម័យេ�ះ?  
In that holy book, did it say what it [Angkuoch] was used for?  
 
[Wife of BS to Say Tola:] 

អត់លឺ!  
[He] cannot hear [you]!  

 
អត់លឺេទ?  
Cannot hear?  
 

wយូរក� Qង�រសtម±ល។ េបUt´ន់ែតWប wមិនសូវយូរេទ។  
It takes a long time to tweak it. If I just file it, it does not take long.  

 
[18:56]  
 
េតU�ដងឹឬអត់ªេគេtបUអងY Zចក� Qងសម័យtពះេដUម{ីអi ី?  
Do you know what Angkuoch was used for in Buddha’s era?  
 

អត់ដឹងផង! ក� Qងសម័យtពះ ខP Q ំមិនដឹងªេគេtបUេដUម{ីអi ីេទ។  
No, I don’t. In Buddha’s era, I do not know what it was used for.  

 
ែត�ដងឹª&ន? 
But you know that it existed?  
 

�ទ! ខP Q ំដឹងªw&ន។  
Yes! I know it existed.  

 
[19:09]  
 
េតUេគ&នតំណមអi ីែដលេគមិនឱyេធi U�មួយនឹងអងY Zចែដរឬេទ? 
Are there any constraints around Angkuoch?  
 

ទំេន«មទ&� ប់េនះ&ន! 
We have this kind of tradition.  

 
េគមិនឱyេធi Uអi ីខ� ះ�មួយអងY Zចេនះ?  
What are the constraints?  

 
�ទ?  
What?  

 
ដូច�េគមិនឱyទុកេលUកÞល�េដUម! េតU&នែដរឬអត់? 
For example, it cannot be kept on the head. Is there some similar tradition?  
 

អត់&នេទ! |ក់កែន�ងXក៏�ន! w �́ នទំេន«មទ&� ប់ªមិនឱy|ក់កែន�ងេនះ 
ឬកែន�ងេ�ះេទ។  
No! We can keep it wherever. There is no restriction that says that it cannot be 
kept here or there.  

 
[19:41]  



 
ចុះមនុសÐមិនគួរេធi Uអi ីខ� ះ�មួយអងY Zច? អត់&នតំណមអីេទ?  
What can’t people do around Angkuoch? Are there any constraints?  
 

អត់េទ! w �́ នតំណមអi ីេទ។ wមិនេចះខុសដូចរបស់របស់េផÐងេទ។  
No! It does not have any constraints. It does not have constraints like other 
instruments.  

 
ចុះ&នអ#កខ�ះប�é Q ះ*រ Ë�េលUអងY Zច?  
How about the charming wax on the Angkuoch?  
 

ខP Q ំមិនដឹងេទ។  
I do not know.  

 
អត់ដងឹេទ? ខP Q ំលឺេគនិµយ។  
You don’t know? I heard some people talked about it.  
 

[េសUច...!]  
[Laughs…!]  

 
ខP Q ំលឺª Sស់ៗពីេដUមចូលចិត1|ក់*រ Ë�េលUអងY ZចXស់។  
I heard that people in the past really liked to put charming wax on the Angkuoch.  
 

េបUលឺេគªក៏លឺេ~ ែតខP Q ំមិនែដលដឹងេទ។  
That is your business. As for me, I have never heard about it.  
 
�លី*រ Ë�លិនេªង? 
Put charming wax [and chant] in the Pali language?  

 
ហ# ឹងេហUយ!  
Yes!  
 

ខP Q ំមិនែដលដឹងេទ។ [េសUច...!]  
I have never heard about that. [Laughs…!]  

 
អត់ែដលប�é Q ះនឹងេគេទ? 
You have never put it?  
 

អត់ែដលប�é Q ះនឹងេគេទ! [េសUច...!]  
Never. [Laughs…!]  

 
ប�é Q ះ�លី*រ Ë�លិនេªងេលUអងY Zច!  
Putting charming wax and chanting [a spell] in the Pali language with 
Angkuoch!  

 
េគª|ក់wេដUម{ីឱy&នមន1េស# ហ៍។  
I heard that they put it on as a charm of attraction.  
 

េគ|ក់ឱy&នមន1េស# ហ៍។ េ�ះេគេêª «មន1េស# ហ៍»។  
They used it [the wax] for charming. That is called ‘charming for love’.  

 
េគ|ក់ែដរ?  
Did they apply it [the wax]?  



 
�ទ!  
Yes!  

 
|ក់េលUអងY Zច?  
Apply it to the Angkuoch?  
 

អងY Zចហ# ឹងក៏េគ|ក់ែដរ tបសិនេបUេគចូលចិត1|ក់! េបUេគេចះ 
ែតខP Q ំមិនេចះនឹងេគេទ។  
They could put it on Angkuoch if they wanted to. They might have, but I didn’t. 
[Note from TS: I understand from this that BS seemed aware about the use of 
charming wax on Angkuoch, but that he never used it on his own Angkuoch.]  

 
[21:57]  
 
ចុះអងY Zចេនះ&ន©ក់ទងនឹងtបៃពណី*ស�អi ីេទ?  
Is Angkuoch linked to any religion?  

 
tបៃពណី*ស�របស់ជន�តិែខ� រ!  
It is Cambodia’s tradition and religion.  

 
t´ន់ែត�របស់ែខ� រប៉ុណë ឹងេទ? 
Just belongs to Cambodians?  
 

�ទ! របស់ែខ� រ! ជន�តិកួយ! 
Yes! It belongs to Cambodians. The Kuy [Kuoy] ethnic group!  

 
ជន�តិកួយ?  
The Kuy ethnic group?  
 

ជន�តិកួយេtបUអងY Zច!  
Kuy people used Angkuoch.  

 
េគេtបUេដUម{ីអi ី?  
What did they use it for?  
 

&នជន�តិកួយ!  
Kuy ethnic people had it!  

 
[21:36]  
 
�ែដលដងឹ?េហUយដងឹមកពីX? 
Did you know that? How did you know?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
�ែដលេឃUញេគេលង។ ពិតែមនេទ?  
You used to see them playing. Is that right?  
 

�លពីេដUម ខP Q ំí� ប់េឃUញ។ ខP Q ំេឃUញជន�តិកួយេលងអងY Zច។  
I used to see them before. I saw Kuy people playing Angkuoch.  

 



េ�ឯX?  
Where?  
 

ខP Q ំមិនដឹងªជន�តិកួយេ�ះេ�ឯXេទ។  
I do not know where those Kuy people lived.  

 
ចុះ�េឃUញ�ំងពីអàî ល់?  
When did you see them?  
 

ខP Q ំេឃUញ�ំងពីខP Q ំេ�តូចៗ។   
I saw that when I was very young.  

 
េ�ក� Qងភូមិេនះែដរ?  
In this village?  
 

�ទ!  
Yes!  

 
េគេលងេ�េពលX?  
When did they play [Angkuoch]?  
 

េគេលងេពល&នបុណy©ន។ េគÑ� ត់�មួយ #́ ។  
They played in the festivals. They played with each other.  

 
[22:12]  
 
េតUេគេលងេ�ក� Qងកម� វ Ëធីរបស់េគ? ឬក៏េគេលងដូចពួកេយUងែដរ?  
Did they play in their ethnic festivals? Or did they play just like us [Khmer ethnic 
group]?  
 

េគមិនេលងក� Qងពិធីអi ីេទ។ េគេលងtគប់កែន�ង។  
They did not play it in the ceremony. They just played it everywhere.  
 
ខP Q ំេភ�ចយក�ំបិតមកេទ«តេហUយ។  
I forgot to bring a knife again.  

 
េតU�¹ត់អi ីេនះ? ពូេïេនះេដUម{ីអi ី?  
What are you doing? Why are you using this axe?  
 

ពូេïេនះទុកt´ន់ដំ។  
I’m using this axe to pound.  

 
ដំអី?  
To pound what?  
 

ដំែដកេ´ល!  
To pound nails!  

 
ដំែបបេនះេដUម{ីអi ី?  
Why are you pounding them like this?  
 

ខP Q ំដំឱyw�ប់។  
I am pounding them to get them firmly attached.  



 
[23:16]  
 
េតUអងY Zចអi ីែដលSស់�ងេគ? 
Which type of Angkuoch is the oldest?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
េតUអងY Zចអi ីែដលSស់�ងេគ? 
Which type of Angkuoch is the oldest?  
 

អងY ZចSស់�ងេគ? 
Oldest Angkuoch?  

 
េតU�ែដលដងឹឬអត់? 
Do you know?  
 

អត់ដឹង! 
I don’t.  

 
�មិនែដលដងឹªអងY Zចអi ីSស់�ងេគេទឬ?  
Don’t you know the oldest type of Angkuoch?  
 

អត់ដឹង! 
I don’t know.  

 
ដូច�អងY Zចែដក ឬអងY ZចឬសÐី�េដUម!  
Such as Angkuoch Daek or Angkuoch Russey!  
 

អងY Zចែដក ឬអងY ZចឬសÐី!  
Angkuoch Daek or Angkuoch Russey!  

 
មួយXSស់�ង?  
Which one is the oldest?  
 

tបែហល�អងY ZចែដកSស់�ង! អងY ZចែដកេកUតមុនេគ! អងY ZចែដកេកUតមុនេគ! 
អងY ZចឬសÐីេទUបែតេធi Uេពលេt�យេនះេទ!  
Angkuoch Daek is probably older. It existed first. Angkuoch Russey was just 
made later on.  

 
េធi Uជំ�ន់X?  
Which era?  
 

ខP Q ំមិនដឹងªេធi Uជំ�ន់Xេទ។ ខP Q ំមិន�នSំ។  
I do not know what era it was made. I do not remember.  

 
[24:06]  
 
ចុះមនុសÐtសីេចះេធi UអងY Zចែដរឬេទ?  
Did women know how to make Angkuoch?  
 

tសីៗមិនេចះេធi Uេទ ែតពួកេគេចះÑ� ត់!  



Women did not know how to make it, but they could play. 
 
ចុះេក�ងៗ?  
How about young people?  
 

េក�ងៗក៏មិនេចះេធi U។ េក�ងៗខ�ះមិនàយនឹងេចះÑ� ត់ផង។ ¤គេtចUន 
អ#កែដលេចះ�មនុសÐធំ។  
Young people did not know [how to make it] either. Some young people did 
not even know how to play. Most of the players were adults.  

 
tសីៗមិនេចះេធi Uេទ?  
Women did not know how to make it?  
 

tសីៗមិនែដលេឃUញេធi Uេទ!  
I have never seen any women who knew how to make it.  

 
េហតុអi ី�ន�េគមិនេធi U?  
Why didn’t they make it?  
 

ខP Q ំមិនដឹងªេហតុអi ីេគមិនេធi Uេទ ែតេនះមិនែមន��រàររបស់tសីៗ។  
I do not know the specific reason, but this was not the job of women.  

 
អ#កXªwមិនែមន��រàររបស់tសីៗ?  
Who said it is not a women’s job?  
 

wមិនែមន��រàររបស់tសីៗេទ w��រàរtប �សៗ។ ពីេដUម 
េគtប�ន់�រàរែបបេនះ។  
It is not a job for women, it is a job for men. Before people thought like this.  

 
ពីេដUម េគមិនឱytសីៗេធi UអងY Zចេទ?  
Were women not allowed to do this job before?  
 

េគtប�ន់�រàរ។ េបU�រàរេ�ះ��រàរtប �សៗ tប �សៗអ#កេធi U។ 
េបU�រàរេ�ះ��រàរtសីៗ tសីៗ�អ#កេធi U។  
People paid attention to jobs. If a job was for men, men did it. If a job was for 
women, women did it.  

 
[25:13]  
 
េហUយមកដល់េពលេនះ េតU&នtសីៗេលងែដរឬេទ?  
Until now, do you know of any women who played?  
 

&ន!  
There are!  

 
េហUយមកដល់េពលេនះ េតU&នtសីៗេលងែដរឬេទ?  
Until now, do you know of any women who played? 
 

�ទ!  
Yes!  

 
អងY Zចែដក?  
Angkuoch Daek?  



 
សពiៃថ»េនះ w�ត់េហUយ។ មិនែដលេលងេទ!  
There are no more now. They stopped playing!  

 
�ត់�ំងពីអàî ល់?  
When did that happen?  

 
�ត់េពលេកUតែខ� រtកហម!  
That happened during the Khmer Rouge regime!  

 
[25:39]  
 

�នេហUយ!  
It is done.  

 
េហតុអi ី�ន�គិតªwrចេtបU�ន?  
How do you know that it is playable?  
 

wtតuវនឹងទូក េហUយwលឺេហUយ។  
It fits the body and it produces a sound.  

 
ចុះពីេដUមេគ&ន|ក់េទ«ន?  
But people also put wax?  

 
�ទ?  
What?  

 
ពីេដUម  េតUេគ.បេទ«នែមនេទ?  
But people also put wax?  
 

.បអី?  
Put what?  

 
�មិន|ក់tកមួនេទ?  
Won’t you apply wax? 
 

អត់ែដល|ក់េទ!  
I never put it.  

 
េម៉ច�នអត់|ក់អ�� ឹង?  
Why don’t you put it?  
 

យកដàî ប់ឱyខP Q ំបន1 ិច!  
Take the pliers for me please!  

 
�យកដàî ប់មកេធi Uអi ី?  
Why do you want the pliers?  
 

យកដàî ប់មកពុតកÞលw!  
I use the pliers to bend its head.  

 
ពុតេដUម{ីអi ី?  
Why?  



 
ពុតកÞល េដUម{ីកុំឱyw©ក់េពលÑ� ត់! កុំឱy©ក់ៃដ!  
Bend its head to make sure it does not annoy [the player] when playing! To 
not let it stick to your hand!  

 
េបUចង់បិតtកមួន ខP Q ំtតuវបិតកែន�ងេនះ។  
If I wanted to apply wax, I would apply it here.  

 
េហតុអi ី�ន��មិនបិតេពលេនះ?  
Why don’t you apply it now?  
 

ខP Q ំមិនSំ�ច់បិតេទ េt¸ះខP Q ំទុកកែន�ងេនះធំេហUយ។ wធ»ន់េtសច។ េបUwមិនធំេទ 
ខP Q ំtតuវ�របិតtកមួន។  
I do not need to apply it because I keep it big here. It is heavy. If it were not 
big, I would need to put wax on it.  

 
[26:58]  
 
េតU�គិតªមនុសÐrយុប៉ុ�� នេទUបេធi UអងY Zចេនះ�ន?  
How old do you think someone should be to make an Angkuoch?  
 

�ទ?  
What?  

 
េតU�គិតªមនុសÐrយុប៉ុ�� នេទUបេធi UអងY Zចេនះ�ន?  
How old do you think someone should be to make an Angkuoch?   

 
េ&៉ងប៉ុ�� ន? 
What time?  

 
rយុ!  
What age!  
 

[េសUច...!] 
[Laughs…!]  

  
rយុប៉ុ�� នេទUបេធi UអងY Zចេនះ�ន? 
How old do you think someone should be to make an Angkuoch?  
 

Sស! rយុ១៥េឡUងេ~! េគrចេចះេធi Uw�ន។  
Yes! 15 and up! They are able to make it.  

 
rយុ១៥េឡUងrចេធi U�ន?  
15 and up are able to make it?  
 

�ទ! rចេធi U�ន!  
Yes! They’re able to make it.  
 
[េតស1 សេម�ង! ] 
[Tests the sound of the Angkuoch]  

 
ខូចអi ីែមនេទ? សេម�ងែបបXេទUបេtបU�រ�ន?  
What is wrong? What type of sound is acceptable?  



 
រ ðងេពក! wេ�រ ðង។ Wបបន1 ិច!  
Too tough! It is still tough. I need to file it a bit more!  

 
សេម�ងែបបXេទUបទន់?  
What is a soft sound like?  
 

©ល់ែតសេម�ងលឺធូរ�ងេនះ�នទន់! សេម�ងេនះេ�រ ðង!   
It should sound softer than this. Its sound is still tough.  

 
សេម�ងែបបXេទUបលñ ?  
What is a good sound like?  
 

©ល់ែតេµល! ©ល់ែតេពលនិµយេ~ ខP Q ំrចលឺ©ងំអស់។ េ�ះេទUបលñ ។ 
ប៉ុែន1 េពលែដលខP Q ំអត់&នេធ�ញ wពិ�ក។ អត់&នេធ�ញÑ� ត់! អត់&នេធ�ញទប់! 
អងY Zចែដកេនះទល់នឹងេធ�ញ។ មិនែមនទល់នឹង&ត់េទ។ មិនទល់នឹង*ច់េទ! 
©ល់ែតទល់នឹងឆñ ឹងេទUបលឺ! េបUទល់នឹង*ច់េទ េតUwលឺ�នµ៉ងេម៉ចេកUត? 
េនះេហUយ�ន�ខP Q ំមិនចង់េធi U។ ខP Q ំនឹកេឃUញª ខP Q ំ �́ នេធ�ញសt&ប់Ñ� ត់អងY Zច 
េហUយខP Q ំសtម±លមិន�ន។ េពលែដលសtម±លមិន�ន 
wមិនលឺេពញលកòណៈ��រÑ� ត់អងY Zចដ៏tតឹមtតuវ។ ខP Q ំមិនដឹងªេធi Uµ៉ងេម៉ច? 
េបUខP Q ំមិនេធi U wនឹង�ត់។  
It is not good unless we hear a resonant sound from it. It should be resonant. 
All the words that I play should all be audible. Then I can say it is good. It is 
difficult now because I do not have teeth. No teeth! No teeth to compress! 
This Angkuoch Daek must be compressed with the teeth. Not with the gum! 
Not with the gum! It needs bone to compress it in order to make a sound. If I 
compress it with my gums, how can it produce a sound? This is a reason that I 
do not want to make Angkuoch. I think: I do not have teeth to play Angkuoch 
and so I can’t tweak it. When tweaking it is not possible, the sound of playing 
the Angkuoch is not completely right either. I don’t know what to do. If I do 
not make it, it [the knowledge] may possibly be lost.  

 
[29:41 – END] 


